


About The Artist

My name is Robin Weatherall and I originally come from Nottingham 
in England. I am a digital artist, graphic designer, computer gamer 
and lateral thinker. My interests are heavily focused on digital art and 
computer graphics. I am an avid follower of the graphic design sector 
and have a passion for anything weird. I have not always practiced art, 
as during my childhood and throughout my schooling it was seen by 
parents as a hobby rather than a valid career choice. I have always 
been mystified by the world of art, from a young age I always wanted 
to draw like others in my class. I am fascinated by the occult and the 
mystical world. It interests me that there is the potential for the unseen, 
perhaps we are guided by our natural environment and the very things 
we consume. I have always been captivated by the Vikings and medieval 
history. As a child, I remember going to museums was an extremely 
interesting activity that I loved, and seeing my own historical origins 
intrigues me, even to this day. There is something magic about the world 
before technology, stress, ADHD and the rat race gripped us.

Artistic Praxis

I see myself as a highly motivated digital artist, attempting to bring 
digital art into the real world. I experiment with traditional and modern 
printing methods to try and breath life into my works. This is something 
that I strive for in my daily life. It is difficult to stay with one style of art 
even though many others would disagree. I try to experiment with many 
different forms of art to create a mixture between traditional practices 
and modern.

Usually I start with abstraction. Opening a blank canvas to splash my 
ideas onto until something takes form, and from there I can create ever 
increasing levels of detail. Usually I employ a system of sketching but 
sometimes it is purely throwing colours, shapes and images together 
to cause natural form. Experimenting with a blank canvas, creating 
abstractions seems like kids play, but it is a fundamental process in my 
personal artistic development. If I have to create something specific I 
usually place the idea loosely in my mind and move towards abstraction 
before “seeing” what I need. Moving on to a full image is an extremely 
painstaking process, even for a small project.

Combining the overtones of clean plasticity and grungy earth is a heavy 
focus in many of my pieces that are not client focused and purely artistic. 
On the one hand I want to create, as I can only describe, purely plastic 
looking art. This means high gloss and rich colours from the saturated 
end of the spectrum with a brash contrast between them. Then taking 
a natural grungy feeling to unite the elements in a more harmonious 
manner.



Influences

There is no limit to my artistic interests. I adore looking at all kinds 
of artwork especially unique creations with either traditional or digital 
media. The most fascinating artwork is perhaps for me, clean art with 
crisp lines, a vibrant overtone and limited detail. This is the main focus 
of my work, trying to expand the sandbox of abstraction into meaningful 
clear-cut designs with an impact. Another fascination of mine is the 
grungy details of any fantasy, both futuristic or historically themed. 
Anything that captures an environmental scene with earthy tones and 
subtle shading is an absolute favorite. I would see myself as having been 
influenced by an endless selection of artists from both ends of the digital 
and traditional spectrum. I have fallen in love with two main hands of 
art, as I call them; clean plasticity and grungy earth. Clean plasticity 
consists of anything created using an RGB colour palette, printed as CMYK 
or shown digitally. This is the corporate dreamboat of design and print, 
encompassing the two dimensional vexel stylization and pixel paerfect 
images, perhaps using graphics software. Anything from a minimalist logo 
design to an illustration using a handful of colours and shading methods 
would define this category in my interests. Grungy earth as I see it, is 
the abstraction of the natural world at play. Something experimented 
with by concept art, oil paintings and anything with a natural overtone. 
Perhaps a photo manipulation used in advertising or a highly detailed 

fantasy scene as art.

The beauty of art is in it’s complete disregard for the subject. If observing 
a still subject, the process in creating a painting is to imagine each part 
as you paint it, building it up often uses loads of different materials and 
paints in the process. If the art is something physical like assemblage 
or a sculpture, the process is much more violent, usually destroying or 
taking parts from ordinary items, which were perhaps considered art 
in the beginning. Digital art takes away the demand for such violent 
disregard for the subject and that is perhaps why I prefer digital art. 
There is still much destruction and warping of imagery but the subject 
can always save face, that’s not to say I murder a nude model after 
drawing them, but not having to waste materials in the process is, in a 
sense a new form of clean design. The ability to swap out elements in 
favour of others and the ability to alter said elements is the single most 

important driving force for the increased following of digital art. 

The explosion of digital art and web development in the early nineties 
is of specific interest to me, as this is when the teenage years of wonder 

and mystery started gathering momentum.



About VikingaTider, the Viking Times

VikingaTider is an open air museum based in Löddeköpinge, next to 
the river Löddeå in south Sweden. Specializing in traditional Viking 
experiences on their vast temperate landscape, the Viking Times is 
an extremely interesting place to visit. There is an incredible array of 
local wildlife, located on their fields, lake systems and arable land. The 
facilities they develop showcase the daily working lives of the Vikings, 
without involving too much of their fighting spirit. The activities at 
VikingaTider are aimed at all age groups, especially the young, and 
there is a growing interest in relaxing outdoor events that engage on 
an intellectual and physical level. During the summer months there are 
other events including a Viking market and frequent car meetings held 
every Tuesday to celebrate classic cars and motorcycles.

The goal of VikingaTider is to tell the true story of the vikings and to 
keep history alive by offering a living experience. Rather than being a 
typical museum, VikingaTider hosts regular costume events and allows 
people to express their love of Viking life. The museum is developing 
two main areas, a modern culture palace and a reconstructed Viking 
landscape.



My part in the Development

In 2010 I moved to Sweden to be with Justine. Having struggled for 
a long time looking for work, the job centre in Kävlinge offered me 
the chance to complete a short-term activity with the Viking Times 
museum in Löddeköpinge and I took it with open arms. I took the chance 
to take part in the building and development of the property there. 
The opportunity involved a lot of hard work with traditional tools to 
construct a longhouse, during early 2010. Having moved to Sweden, I 
was searching for an opportunity to start working and it just so happened 
that VikingaTider was looking for someone to help with construction. One 
of the tasks that was focused on, was the preparation of an inner timber 
frame for a long house. We used pre-cut timber and a process called 
hewing with axes, this was to replicate the style of Viking woodcraft. 
Unfortunately the time restraints and lack of willing volunteers didn’t 
allow us to manufacture the entire long house by hand, but we did 

create the illusion.

During the winter of my stay at the Viking Times, I was invited to develop 
an installation of some wonderful, modern artwork in preparation for a 

display they had in early 2011 at the local library in Löddeköpinge.



The Display

The installation was to comprise of artifacts and finds from the Viking 
sites around Löddeköpinge, information about events at VikingaTider 
and some of their products. This was all going to be in a single cabinet 
in a prominent position in the library. There was also going to be two 
dressed figures, one as a female trader and one as a male armorer and 
craftsman.

I was to produce digital art prints as a modern theme for the gallery to 
perhaps interest the younger generation to get involved with the site, I 
was however allowed full creative freedom in any of my designs. After 
much deliberation with myself, I decided to go for a cartoon theme 
illustrating Viking life, archeology and objects from the Viking era, all 
with a twist of crazy. It is incredible fun to create artwork for a specific 
purpose such as this. I started by asking the staff at VikingaTider what 
they wanted and why, they told me from the start that I should do what I 
wanted, which was fantastic news. They did also advise me to read some 
books about Viking culture and form some opinions for myself. It was my 
goal to create illustrations for both children and adults to enjoy.



Combining the Old with the New

It was my plan from the beginning to mix the modern with the traditional. 
The difficult part was making the art fit the with the history of the Vikings 
and with the modern colourful take I wanted to adapt natural textures. 
The other problem was my stubbornness to not use reference photos 
in any of my pieces. True artistic development comes from borrowing, 
concealing and tracing but to make the artwork truly unique, one should 
use the vast oceans of the mind. Having been fascinated by children’s 
toys, I decided to create the pieces using a mixture of computer vectors, 

sketching and modern printing techniques. 

The original plan was to merely place the artwork on the walls pinned 
up by staples but after seeing the display space it was obvious that there 
needed to be more effort put into the planning. I decided to use high 

quality foam boards low strength adhesive sticker pads.











The Boat Logo

The Viking museum had their own logo and I decided to do an artistic 
representation, specifically to create something fun and unique. The 
basic design of the logo was an upside monochromatic rainbow, in a 
very minimalist style. I took the logo and created an abstraction based 
on the same layout but added the signature two and a half dimensional 
appearance. 

I decided to apply a distinct traditional feeling by adding a wooden 
texture and simple shading, suggesting that the boat was historically 
Viking.
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Reception and Thoughts

After completing the display, my work was displayed at the Viking 
Times museum as a summer exhibit for their school events. I was also 
featured in the Skånskan newspaper. This is one of the largest regional 
newspapers. I was quoted as saying that,

“I have included various aspects of Viking life, which meet the modern 
world in a cartoon style”

Everybody who visited the library absolutely loved the display and I 
really appreciate the kind words spoke about my art. It is a shame that 
there wasn’t a clearer line of communication so that I could sell some 
prints and the lack of business professionals who might have offered me 
a creative job.
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